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Abstract

There is a growing need to extract features from

point sets for purposes like model classification, match-

ing, and exploration. We introduce a technique for

segmenting a point-sampled surface into distinct fea-

tures without explicit construction of a mesh or any other

surface representation. Our approach achieves compu-

tational efficiency through a three-phase segmentation

process. The first phase of the process adapts a topolog-

ical approach to define features and coarsens the input,

resulting in a set of supernodes, each one represent-

ing a collection of input points. A graph cut is applied in

the second phase to bisect the set of supernodes. Similar-

ity between supernodes is computed as a weighted combi-

nation of geodesic distances and connectivity. Repeated

application of the graph cut results in a hierarchical seg-

mentation of the input. In the last phase, a segmentation

of the original point set is constructed by refining the seg-

mentation of the supernodes based on their associated

feature sizes. We demonstrate our segmentation algo-

rithm to capture geometric features in laser scannedmod-

els.

Keywords: point sets, sampling, topological features,

geodesic distance, normalized cut, spectral analysis, hi-

erarchical segmentation.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in scanning technologies have
led to a substantial increase in the available surface
models. Segmenting a model into its distinct parts is
crucial for several applications like shape recognition,
classification, matching, simplification, analysis, mor-
phing, and retrieval [7, 9, 15, 18, 27]. Features in a sur-
face model are its distinct parts where examples of fea-
tures are legs of horse or fingers in hand. Several charac-

terizations of features have been proposed for purposes
of surface partitioning [4, 13, 17, 23, 31]. These ap-
proaches typically require that a surface model is pro-
vided as a triangle mesh or that a mesh is explicitly
constructed for feature extraction purpose. We present
a method for segmenting point-sampled surface mod-
els without explicit construction of a triangle mesh. We
use the intrinsic dimension of the point sample, which
is typically lower than the dimension of the embedding
space, to identify sets of points that constitute distinct
features.

Numerous surface segmentation methods have been
developed based on techniques from computer vision,
load partitioning in finite element methods (FEM),
point set clustering in statistics, and machine learn-
ing. These techniques can be broadly classified into
two categories based on their objective, namely patch-
type segmentation and part-type segmentation [28].
Patch-type methods obtain segments that are topo-
logical disks whereas part-type methods partition a
mesh into segments that correspond to features. Ex-
isting surface segmentation methods typically assume
a mesh as part of the input. Various approaches have
been successfully used for mesh segmentation: water-
shed segmentation simulates the accumulation of wa-
ter into basins [18, 23]; spectral clustering methods an-
alyze an affinity matrix that stores measures of simi-
larity between all pairs of mesh faces in order to par-
tition the mesh [10, 17]; mesh partitioning methods
are a crucial ingredient in various load balancing algo-
rithms, where the goal is to partition the input into in-
dependent sets that can be processed in parallel [26];
and point clustering methods are used for efficient or-
ganization of data with applications in information re-
trieval [14].

We describe a three-phase segmentation process for
partitioning a given point-sampled surface. In the first
phase, we adopt a topological approach to define fea-
tures: a discrete function and its associated gradient



flow field are constructed for the input point set. The
discrete function measures the centrality of each point
within the surface. A collection of points that flow into
a common sink of this flow field constitute a feature.
Each feature is represented by the sink and is called a
supernode. In the second phase, we use spectral analy-
sis to bisect a graph constructed for the supernodes.
Repeated application of this bisection results in a hi-
erarchical segmentation of the surface point set. This
segmentation is refined in the third phase, where seg-
ments with insignificantly small features are merged
into a neighboring segment with a larger feature. Our
approach has several advantages:

• Efficiency. Point primitives allow simple and flex-
ible modeling of complex shapes and are there-
fore increasingly being used to represent surfaces
[24, 32]. We work directly with the point primi-
tives used to represent the surface without explicit
construction of a mesh. This approach leads to ef-
ficient usage of storage and computing resources.

• Simple implementation. Our programs for all three
phases of segmentation consist of a total of around
350 lines of code.

• Hierarchy. A hierarchical segmentation supports
multiple views of the partition based on a desired
level of detail.

• Extension to higher dimensions and non-Euclidean

spaces. Since we work only with point primitives,
all three phases of the segmentation can be ap-
plied to higher-dimensional data as well. Also, the
embedding space is not restricted to be Euclidean.
Our method merely requires the points to be em-
bedded in a metric space. Our method could po-
tentially be used to segment point sets lying on a
sub-manifold within a high-dimensional space [30].

2. Three-phase Segmentation

Given a point-sampled surface as input, we want to
partition the surface into distinct parts by associating
each point with the part that it belongs to. We propose
a three-phase process to perform this segmentation:

1. Topological feature identification. In the first phase,
we define features using a topological approach.
This phase sets the stage for performing hierarchi-
cal segmentation in an efficient manner by coars-
ening the input into supernodes. Each supernode
represents a collection of input points that consti-
tute a feature.

2. Hierarchical segmentation. In the second phase, we
bisect the set of supernodes while ensuring that

similar supernodes remain together. Repeated ap-
plication of this bisection step results in a hierar-
chical segmentation of the input point set. A near-
optimal bisection is computed by using spectral
analysis of a graph whose edge weights correspond
to the similarity between the end point supern-
odes. The second phase of segmentation process
can be applied directly to the input point set. How-
ever, computing a near-optimal bisection is signif-
icantly faster when applied on smaller sets of su-
pernodes. Moreover, the first phase ensures that a
topological feature lies within a single segment.

3. Refinement. In the third phase, we post-process
the segmentation to ensure that all segments con-
tain at least one significant feature. Small-scale
features, that are present as individual segments,
are merged with a neighboring segment.

In the following sections, we discuss these three phases
in detail and provide results of our experiments for var-
ious models.

3. Topological Feature Identification

We use ideas from Morse theory to define topological
features in the input. Morse theory was originally de-
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Figure 1. Geodesic distance computation. Distance

between two points is given by the Euclidean metric in

the embedded space (left). A graph connecting every

point to its k-nearest neighbors for k = 3 (middle).

Shortest path between two points a and b approximat-

ing the geodesic distance (right).

veloped to study the relationship between the shape of
a space and the critical points of smooth functions de-
fined on the space [19, 20]. Recently, it has been suc-
cessfully used to construct multi-resolution structures
for the visualization of scalar field data [2, 11, 22]. Dey
et al. adapted ideas from Morse theory for smooth func-
tions to a discrete domain to segment 3D models [4].
However, previous applications of Morse theory require
an explicit representation of the domain space, i.e., a
triangle or tetrahedral mesh. We work directly with
point sets. We construct a discrete function f that mea-
sures the centrality of a point within the surface. The



hand chair horse

skeleton santa bunny

Figure 2. Discrete function measuring centrality of

points.PointShop3D [32]was used to generate figures

in the top row. Figures in the bottom row were gener-

ated using a simple mesh viewer. A mesh was created

only for the purpose of visualization. Darker colors cor-

respond to larger function values. The red dots are lo-

cal maxima of the function. Local maxima are located

at the extremes of, thus representing, distinct topo-

logical features of surfacemodels such as fingers, legs,

and ears. Points further away from local maxima have

smaller function values, and contain less distinct fea-

tures.

notion of centrality has been studied in the context of
social networks [6] and more recently in the context of
shape matching [12]. In our segmentation process, cen-
trality of a point p is defined as the average geodesic
distance from p to other points on the surface. A short-
est path in a graph G that connects every point to its
k-nearest neighbors approximates the geodesic distance
between two points on the surface [30].

A discrete gradient of f at an input point a can be
defined as

max
|f(p) − f(q)|
‖p − q‖2

among k-nearest neighbors p of q where ‖‖2 denotes the
geodesic distance between a and b. Thus, discrete gra-

dient for an input point is defined by the edge in G
that corresponds to the steepest ascent of function f .
Sinks of this discrete gradient flow field defines a topo-
logical feature.

Figure 3. Topological features and their constituent

points. Left: two localmaximaof the discrete function;

middle: edgeswith steepest gradient are followed from

each point toward a local maximum; right: all points

grouped into two sets based on their associated lo-

cal maxima.

Given a point set P , the first phase of the segmen-
tation approach proceeds as follows:

1. Store P in a kd-tree.

2. For each point p ∈ P , compute the k-nearest
neighbors using a kd-tree [21].

3. Construct a weighted graph G over P whose edges
are given by the k-nearest neighbors resulting from
step 2. Set the weight of an edge to the Euclidean
distance between its end points.

4. Compute a discrete function f at each point p as
the average distance from p to all points in G. Use
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [3] to compute
the distance between two points in G.

5. For each point p ∈ P , compute a discrete gradi-
ent flow by considering the difference in function
value f of the edge incident on P along which f in-
creases maximally. Declare p a sink if none of its
neighbors has a higher function value.

6. Follow the gradient flow field from each point p to-
ward a sink, and include p into the feature identi-
fied by its associated sink.

In our experiments, we use the value k = 7 to construct
G. A higher value of k may be required if the points
are embedded in a higher-dimensional space. Figure 1
shows the construction of G, for k = 3. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of f for different surface models. Sinks
of the discrete gradient flow field correspond to local
maxima of f and are marked in red. Figure 3 illus-
trates the identification of features corresponding to
the sinks, and Figure 4 shows features extracted from
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Figure 4. Topological features in surface models.

Points with same color are collapsed to form a su-

pernode while distinct topological features such as

fingers, legs, and ears are captured. For the figures

in the bottom row, triangles between two supernodes

are deleted to emphasize the boundary between them.

various surface models. Sinks and their associated fea-
tures capture distinct features like legs, fingers, ears,
etc. Furthermore, the locations of sinks and features
are invariant under rigid transformation of the input.
Henceforth, each topological feature is represented by
its sink and called a supernode.

4. Hierarchical segmentation

In the second phase of our segmentation process, we
partition the set of supernodes. We compute a parti-
tion by repeated application of a graph cut procedure
to a weighted graph over the supernodes. All pairs of
supernodes have an edge between them, but only those
pairs that lie within the same connected component of
G are connected by an edge with non-zero weight.

First, we compute the similarity between two su-
pernodes, u and v, using the geodesic distance between
them. The weight W of the edge between u and v is de-

fined as

W (u, v) =






e−d(u,v) if u and v are connected
by a path in G;

0 otherwise,

where d(u, v) is the geodesic distance between u and
v. A small weight is assigned to edges that connect
weakly related supernodes, and a large weight is as-
signed to edges that connect similar supernodes.

We use the similarity measure W to compute a seg-
mentation such that supernodes within a segment are
closely related, and supernodes in different segments
are weakly related. The set of supernodes V is bisected
into two disjoint sets V1 and V2 such that the normal-
ized cut value

NCut(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

assoc(V1, V )
+

cut(V1, V2)

assoc(V2, V )
,

is minimized. Here,

cut(V1, V2) =
∑

v1∈V1,v2∈V2

W (v1, v2)

and
assoc(V1, V ) =

∑

v1∈V1,v∈V

W (v1, v).

Minimizing NCut maximizes the association within a
segment while minimizing the cut between segments.
Minimizing NCut also avoids bias toward small seg-
ments, which are favored if the cut value is minimized
without normalization.

Discrete minimization of NCut is NP -complete. Shi
and Malik showed that an approximate solution to the
above minimization problem can be obtained by first
solving the generalized eigenvalue system

(D − W )y = λy,

where the eigenvector y corresponds to the sec-
ond smallest eigenvalue [29]. They also proved that
NCut(V1, V2) is minimized when

yi =

{
a, vi ∈ V1

b, vi ∈ V2.

For a near-optimal bisection, all points vi that lie
within a cluster have approximately same value yi. We
determine the split value α that identifies the near-
optimal cut from a set of uniformly spaced values be-
tween the smallest and largest elements in the eigen-
vector. Then, we form two clusters of vi that corre-
spond to the near-optimal solution of the normalized
cut such that

vi ∈
{

V1 if yi < α
V2 otherwise.



We recursively bisect each subset to obtain a hierar-
chical segmentation. The recursion terminates when
NCut becomes greater than a specified threshold. Fig-
ure 5 shows segments of a hand for different levels of
the hierarchy.

Figure 5. Three levels in the hierarchical segmenta-

tion of hand model. The figure on left shows the first

bisection of hand that segments out the thumb. The

middle figure shows the second bisection where the

rest of fingers are segmented out from the palm. The

figure on right show the sixth and the last bisection

where each fingers have been segmented out.

Solving a generalized eigenvalue system for all eigen-
vectors requires O(m3) operations, where m is the
number of supernodes. Since m is in the order of tens
for our examples, the computational cost to solve the
eigensystem is not significant. Furthermore, NCut ap-
proximation requires only an estimate of the eigen-
vector associated with the second-smallest eigenvalue.
High-precision computation of eigenvector elements is
not required, and signs of the eigenvector elements are
often sufficient to determine a good segmentation. We
use the method proposed by Lanczos to compute an
approximation of the eigenvector efficiently [16]. Fig-
ure 6 shows the eigenvector components of a hand.

5. Refinement

In the second phase of our segmentation process,
a segmentation of supernodes is constructed based on
the similarity of supernodes. However, significance of
the corresponding features is not considered when con-
structing the segmentation. Some segments may not
contain any significant features. In a segment that does
not contain a significant feature, the maximum differ-
ence in values of f within the segment, called the fea-

ture size, is relatively small. In the third phase, the seg-
mentation of supernodes is refined based on the fea-
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Figure 6. Eigenvector analysis for hierarchical seg-

mentation of hand model. The green dots represent

the values of individual eigenvector components, and

the blue line indicates the split value used for bisec-

tion. The left graph shows the eigenvector for the first

bisection of the hand that segments out the thumb.

The right graph shows the eigenvector for the sec-

ond bisection that segments out the four fingers. All

eigenvectors are computed to a required precision us-

ing a single Lanczos iteration, and eigenvector compo-

nents have approximately piecewise constant values.

ture sizes of segments. We merge a segment having a
small feature size with the neighboring segment with
the largest feature size.

After refinement, the segmentation of input points
is constructed simply by replacing each supernode with
points that constitute its associated feature. Figure 7
shows the results of our segmentation process.

6. Analysis and Optimization

In the following, we analyze storage costs and run
time complexity of our algorithms, and we describe
an approximation scheme that results in an order-of-
magnitude improvement in run time behavior.

Memory requirement is an issue when the input data
set is large. Our method uses Euclidean and geodesic
distances between points. However, only distances be-
tween certain points need to be stored. For example,
Euclidean distances are used to compute the geodesic
distances between near neighbors. Thus, the space re-
quirement to store Euclidean distances is Θ(kn), where
n is the number of input points, and k is the number
of nearest neighbors considered for each point. Geo-
desic distance between two local maxima is used to
compute similarity between the corresponding supern-
odes. Thus, only the geodesic distances between m lo-
cal maxima need to be stored, resulting in Θ(m2) stor-
age complexity.

Table 1 summarizes our experimental results. The
geodesic distance computations required to evalu-



Data size Run time (sec) Optimized (sec)
Dataset n m l t kNN Cen Snode HSeg Ref AppCen Dij
hand (LoRes) 4, 000 13 7 6 0.0 9.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 5.1 0.1
horse (LoRes) 4, 002 32 6 6 0.0 9.6 0.4 0.8 0.1 3.9 0.1
bunny (LoRes) 4, 088 25 4 4 0.0 10.9 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
santa (LoRes) 5, 002 28 7 5 0.0 17.0 0.6 0.7 0.1 1.0 0.9
chair (LoRes) 5, 015 99 9 7 0.0 18.1 0.8 2.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
skeleton (LoRes) 5, 992 35 6 6 0.0 20.5 0.7 0.9 0.1 1.3 0.1
chair 10, 019 143 7 6 0.1 79.4 2.4 2.4 0.4 0.6 0.9
hand 30, 000 55 15 7 0.2 638.4 3.2 0.9 1.3 116.4 1.2
bunny 34, 834 58 4 4 0.1 1, 154.3 15.8 0.8 2.0 2.9 1.6
horse 40, 002 130 8 6 0.2 1, 181.1 4.3 3.7 2.5 289.5 3.4
skeleton 49, 991 97 11 8 0.3 1, 859.6 5.6 2.3 3.1 17.9 3.9
santa 50, 002 89 5 5 0.4 2, 514.4 6.2 1.5 3.7 142.1 4.2

Table 1. Performance data for each step of segmentation process. kNN: k-nearest neighbor computation; Cen: central-

ity function computation; Snode: supernode identification; Hseg: hierarchical segmentation; and Ref: refinement. The

two right columns show the run time based on the optimization technique. App: approximate centrality computation in-

cluding computation of approximate centrality and identification of local maxima in the graph; Dij: shortest-path com-

putation between local maxima using Dijkstra’s algorithm. These two steps in the optimization replace centrality func-

tion computation step in the segmentation process. The other steps in the segmentation process, i.e., computation of

k-nearest neighbors, constructing the graph of supernodes, the hierarchical segmentation of supernodes, and refine-

ment, take about the same amount of time, with or without optimization. Here, n is the number of input points, m is

the number of supernodes, l is the number of segments after hierarchical segmentation, and t is the number of seg-

ments after refinement. k-nearest neighbors are computed using a kd-tree [21], and Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm

was implemented in C. All other algorithms were implemented in MATLAB. We used a laptop PC with a 1.7GHz proces-

sor and 1GB RAM for our experiments.

ate centrality is a computational bottleneck. The com-
putational complexities of the different steps are:

k-nearest neighbor computation: O(kn log(n))
Centrality function computation: O(n2 log(n))
Topological feature identification: O(kn)
Hierarchical segmentation: O(lm2)
Refinement: O(l2).

Here, l is the number of segments resulting from the
second phase. The number of Lanczos iterations re-
quired to obtain a desired precision for the second
eigenvector is assumed to be independent of the in-
put size.

It is possible to modify our segmentation process so
that the computational bottleneck in the geodesic dis-
tance computation between all pairs of input points
can be avoided. This modification is based on the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Compute Euclidean distances from each point to
k-nearest neighbors.

2. Compute a discrete function f̃(p) at each point p
that approximates the centrality f(p).

3. Declare local maxima of f̃ as supernodes and as-
sociate each point to one of the supernodes.

4. Construct a graph of supernodes.

5. Compute shortest paths distance between all pairs
of supernodes.

6. Compute a hierarchical segmentation of supern-
odes.

7. Refine the segmentation of supernodes and con-
struct a segmentation of the input point set.

Since the number of supernodes is much less than
the number of input points, the all-pair shortest path
computation between supernodes is significantly faster
than that between input points.

Similar to the approach proposed by Eppstein and
Wang [5], we approximate the centrality of each point
from a small sample of input points. However, instead
of approximating centrality from a random sample, we
sample points uniformly over the point set. We choose
a sample point furthest from all points that have been
chosen previously. The relevant steps are:
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Figure 7. Segmentation of point-sampled surfaces.

Distinct parts of a model such as fingers, legs, and ears

are identified without using an explicit surface repre-

sentation.

1. Compute shortest path distance d(p, q) from a
given point p to all points q in P .

2. Create a set S of sample points and set S = {p}.
3. Create two arrays g and f̃ , and set g(q) = f̃(q) =

d(p, q) for all q in P .

4. Pick a point r with largest g(r)

5. For all points q in P

(a) compute shortest path distance d(r, q) from
r to q,

(b) update f̃(q) = f̃(q) + d(r, q), and

(c) replace g(q) = min{g(q), d(r, q)}.
6. Update S = S ∪ {r}
7. Repeat Step 4 - 6 until the size of S becomes

greater than a given threshold.

8. f̃(q) = f̃(q)/|S| for all q in P where |S| is the size
of S.

After the completion of the above steps, f̃(p) contains a
value that is approximately equal to the centrality of p.

We sample Θ(
√

n) points, and therefore, the complex-
ity of computing approximate centrality of all points
becomes O(n

√
n log(n)).

Figure 8 shows that the samples are uniformly
spread over the input point sets and that the location
of the local maxima of f̃ are close to the location of lo-
cal maxima of f . If centralities are normalized to have
values between zero and one, the root mean squared er-
rors are less than 0.03 for all point sets used in this pa-
per. Figure 9 shows that there is no loss in the quality
of segmentation due to the approximation. The right
columns in Table 1 document the benefit of the opti-
mization. The run time is reduced by a factor of roughly
ten.

skeleton santa bunny

skeleton santa bunny

Figure 8. Top: uniform distribution of sample points

(red) in input point sets (blue).Bottom: discrete func-

tion measuring approximate centrality. Darker colors

correspond to larger function values. The uniform dis-

tribution of sample point results in a good approxima-

tion of centrality. Maxima of the function (marked in

red) represent distinct topological features similar to

maxima of the function in Figure 2.
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Figure 9. Segmentation of point sampled surfaces us-

ingapproximatecentrality.Distinctparts are identified

similar to the results in Figure 7.

7. Future Work

We have introduced a technique for partitioning
point-sampled surfaces into distinct features without
explicit construction of a mesh. Since our method
works directly with a point set, it can be extended
to segment point sets in high-dimensional and non-
Euclidean spaces, where each point represents a fixed-
length feature vector. Examples are collection of pro-
tein shape analysis [25] and hand-written character
recognition [30] represented as sets of points in high-
dimensional space. Each dimension would correspond
to a characteristic attribute of a protein or a hand-
written character. We plan to extend our method to
construct meaningful segmentations of such data sets.

We are also considering an alternate approach to
topological feature identification, using a new function
f2(p) that measure the geodesic distance from p to its
supernode which is the local maximum of f . This ap-
proach allows us to identify ridge-separated features in
a point sampled surface such as a laser scan of a cube
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Results of two-step discrete function com-

putation. Left figure shows topological features iden-

tified using the centrality measure f . The local max-

ima of f are located on the ridges of the input surface.

Middle figure shows the topological features identi-

fied using a distance function f2 computed as the geo-

desic distance from a point to its corresponding su-

pernode. With f2(p), the ridge-separated features are

identified. Right figure shows distribution of values of

f2.
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